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Critigen Expands Relationship with Remedy Engineering
Delivering environmental data management consulting and operations services
February 14, 2013 Denver: Critigen is continuing its support of Remedy Engineering at
Mare Island, CA, delivering Environmental Data Management services. The recently
signed agreement runs through December 2015 and includes comprehensive data
validation, QC, design, reporting, and ongoing management and maintenance via
Critigen’s data center in Denver. This data management system includes all site data,
including historic data and data to be collected by multiple contractors between now and
December 2015. Critigen will also provide chemical data validation, reporting, and GIS
support for quarterly groundwater sampling being conducted at the site by Remedy
Engineering.
Remedy is leveraging Critigen’s Cloud-based Environmental Data Management Solution
to provide proven data management processes on Critigen's pre-configured
infrastructure. Remedy selected Critigen’s service for their robust Web-based GIS &
tabular reporting, their support of ArcGIS, RockWorks, LogPlot, EVS and other analytical
and visualization software and Critigen’s process for evaluating and importing and using
legacy data.
“We have selected Critigen for this project because of their site specific knowledge and
long and distinguished track record of environmental data management and operations”,
said Jeff Morris, Principal, Remedy Engineering. The Critigen standard data management
implementation plan will be distributed to multiple contractors and stakeholders that
describes the hosting solution, the hardware, database security, work station
requirements, database schema changes and tool modifications identified during the
information collection process and licensing requirements for the data management
portal. Remedy will continue the current web-facing DMS on fail-over Critigen servers
with 24/7 Help Desk and modify for customer and subcontractor use.
About Critigen:
Critigen is a full-lifecycle spatial systems integrator driving business performance through
spatial IT solutions and managed IT services. With global reach, top-tier partnerships
and a full-lifecycle approach, Critigen delivers all components of a geospatial program:
data collection and reporting, spatial processing, analytics and intelligence, application
development, mobile solution development, 24x 7 help desk, hosting and cloud services.
Learn more about Critigen's services and solutions at www.critigen.com.
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